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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an efﬁcient method that estimates the motion parameters of a human head from a video
sequence by using a three-layer linear iterative process. In
the innermost layer, we estimate the motion of each input
face image in a video sequence based on a generic face
model and a small set of feature points. A fast iterative
least-square method is used to recover these motion parameters. After that, we iteratively estimate three model scaling factors using multiple frames with the recovered poses
in the middle layer. Finally, we update 3D coordinates of
the feature points on the generic face model in the outermost layer. Since all iterative processes can be solved linearly, the computational cost is low. Tests on synthetic data
under noisy conditions and two real video sequences have
been performed. Experimental results show that the proposed method is robust and has good performance.

1. Introduction
Head pose estimation is often required in many applications
such as 3D face modelling [1–3], face recognition [4, 5], facial expression analysis [6] and lip reading [7]. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm that can accurately estimate the motion and so the pose of a human head from a
video sequence by using a generic wireframe model and
a three-layer linear iterative process. In computer animation, an important task is to ﬁt a wireframe model to a head
in a video sequence automatically. The proposed algorithm
can be used to accomplish the task. It can estimate the head
poses, the model scaling factors and the 3D coordinates of
some critical feature points with good accuracy.
Conventionally, the rigid transformation relating 2D images to known 3D geometry was determined by a nonlinear
optimization which is often solved using the Gauss-Newton
method and the Levenberg-Marquardt method. Typical examples of these approaches are the works of Lowe [8] and
Haralick [9]. An integrating method for fusing different 2D

and 3D measurements for pose estimation was also provided in [10]. In [11], Choi et al. estimated 3D facial pose
using the iterative EM algorithm by aligning the orthographic projection of a 3D model and the 2D data. Recently,
methods were proposed to solve pose estimation using linear iterative processes [12–14]. By these linear pose estimation methods, the computing cost is greatly reduced. All
these methods are based on point correspondences.
Face texture and head silhouettes can also be utilized to
determine the pose of a head. Cascia et al. [15] proposed
a fast and reliable head tracking algorithm by modelling a
head as a texture-mapped cylinder. Xiao et al. [16] proposed
a robust algorithm for full-motion recovery of a head using
a cylindrical model. In [17], structure and motion are determined from silhouettes. In [18, 19], a novel method to
obtain the 3D shape of an arbitrary human face using a sequence of silhouette images as input was proposed. However, this approach relies on accurate contour tracking and
is applicable only to speciﬁc environmental settings.
A set of techniques for modeling and animating realistic faces from photographs and videos was presented in [1].
They can be used to estimate the face position, orientation and facial expression of a face in each frame. Zhang
et al. [3] proposed a robust and rapid method for generating animated faces from video sequences based on a
model-based modeling approach in which they make use
of generic knowledge of faces in the head motion determination, head tracking, model ﬁtting and multiple-view bundle adjustment. For automatic creation of 3D face models
from video images, both face detection [20] and face tracking [21] are important steps.
The proposed algorithm is a generalization of the work
by Or et al. [14] who introduced a fast and efﬁcient iterative pose estimation algorithm using a two-stage linear optimization process. Recently, a similar algorithm had
been proposed [13]. The major difference between the proposed algorithm and those in [13, 14] is that the proposed
algorithm does not need the accurate 3D geometry of a
head which can be iteratively estimated using multiple
frames with the recovered poses. Furthermore, the proposed
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tuto Superior Tecnico (IST) [22]. The input is a video sequence containing a human face with the 2D coordinates of
needed feature points extracted from the 2D input face images. We assume that the projection system can be regarded
as a weak perspective projection system (see Figure 2). The
output consists of the pose of a human head for each frame,
the three model scaling factors and the updated 3D coordinates of the feature points on the generic face model (see
Figure 1).
The proposed system consists of three linear iterative estimation processes as shown in Figure 1. In the innermost
layer, we estimate the motion parameters of each input face
image based on a face model and a set of feature points. The
three model scaling factors are then estimated using multiple frames with the recovered poses in the middle layer. Finally, we update 3D coordinates of the feature points on the
generic face model in the outermost layer.

3. Pose Estimation

Figure 1: The ﬂowchart of the proposed algorithm.
method can accurately recover the motion parameters even
under noisy conditions.
In this work, we formulate the head pose estimation
problem as that of minimizing an error function between
a face image and a generic face model by using the inverse
projection rays as a guide to determine the head pose. The
original nonlinear pose estimation problem is divided into
three linear estimation stages, namely the global translation
approximation stage, the depth approximation stage and the
least-square ﬁtting stage. After estimating the poses of multiple frames, we then estimate the three model scaling factors using these recovered poses in the linear iterative process. At the ﬁnal stage, we update 3D coordinates of the
feature points to obtain a more accurate face model using
both the recovered model scaling factors and the recovered
poses.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A system
overview is given in Section 2. The pose estimation problem between a 2D face image and a 3D generic face model
is formulated and discussed in Section 3. The estimation
of three model scaling factors using multiple frames is described in Section 4. The updating algorithm of 3D coordinates of feature points is investigated in Section 5. Experimental results based on synthetic data and real video sequences are given in Section 6. Finally, concluding remarks
are provided in Section 7.

2. System Overview
Figure 1 shows the ﬂowchart of the proposed algorithm.
In the system, we use a generic 3D wireframe face model
as shown in Figure 10(a) which was developed at Insti-

For convenience, we consider the problem in which the
camera is ﬁxed and the head moves. We recover the motion of a human head for each frame by computing six absolute motion parameters – θx , θy , θz , tx , ty and tz .

3.1. Problem Formulation
Consider a camera with the origin of the image projective plane placed at (0, 0, f ) from the perspective center O
where f is the focal length of the image projective plane
and D is the distance between the origin O of the camera
coordinate system and the origin ov of the 3D face models
(see Figure 2). The center of the generic face model shown
in Figure 10(a) is the origin ov . In our perspective projection system shown in Figure 2, the coordinates of the point
Pj = (XPj , YPj , ZPj )T and the point vj = (xvj , yvj , zvj )T
are with respective to the origins O and ov respectively.
These two vectors represent the same location and the point
w
 j = (xwj , ywj )T is the projected 2D point on the image
plane from the point Pj . Assume that a set of feature points
{vj , j ∈ SEI }1 on the generic face model with respective to
ov are given. This point set corresponds to another point set
{Pj } with respective to O. Now we consider the rigid transformation of the 3D generic face model by scaling, rotating
and translating the point set {vj }, yielding {vj = RSvj +t}
where S denotes a 3×3 diagonal model scaling matrix,
S = diag(Sx , Sy , Sz ), and R and t stand for the rotation matrix and the translation vector respectively. It corresponds to another point set {Pj = (XP j , YP j , ZP j )T } w.r.t.
1

Throughout this paper, the symbol SEI denotes the set containing the
number of our deﬁned feature points on a 3D face model (see Figure 3). The subscript ‘j’ denotes the j-th feature point and j ∈ SEI .
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O, which is then projected on the image projective plane,
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In this case, any point w
 j tracked in an image will give
  given by
an inverse projection ray with unit vector Y
j
2
2 −1/2 

(x2
(xwj , yw
, f )T . We can then calcuwj + ywj + f )
j
late the actual coordinates of the transformed point Pj on a
3D face model as follows:
 ,
Pj = dj Y
j

(2)

where dj denotes the depth of the transformed point Pi on
the 3D face model from the perspective center O.

3.2. Three-Stage Linear Pose Estimation
The problem of pose estimation between an input face image and a generic face model can be described as follows.
Given a set of 2D feature points {wj } on the input face image, three model scaling factors and a set of 3D feature
points {vj } on the generic face model, we seek R, t and
{di } by minimizing the following error function:

2
 

  )− RSvj +t 
λj D(dj Y
ε2 (R,t,{dj }) =
 , (3)
j
j∈SEI

where dj is the depth value of the point Pj on the input face
  is an unit inverse projective ray vector of the
image and Y
j
feature point w
 j from the perspective center O. The coefﬁcient λj is determined by the availability of the j-th feature
point in the input face image. It is 1 if we can successfully
extract the j-th feature point in the input face image, otherwise it is 0. The function D(.) denotes the coordinate conversion relationship between Pj w.r.t. O and vj w.r.t. ov ,

The computation requirement of the nonlinear pose estimation problem increases quickly as the number of used
feature points increases. In order to reduce the computation
time, the pose estimation is divided into three linear iterative estimation problems which can be solved efﬁciently.
The ﬁrst stage approximates the global translation vector of
the generic model. The second stage updates the depth values {dj } of the feature points {Pj } on the estimating face
model using recovered motion parameters. The third stage
is to determine the rigid motion parameters by using a leastsquare minimization algorithm. The above three stages are
repeated in turn until changes of six motion parameters θx ,
θy , θz , tx , ty and tz between two consecutive iterations are
less than predeﬁned threshold values.
3.2.1. Global Translation Approximation Stage Given
a ﬁxed rotation matrix R and a known model scaling matrix S, the optimal value for the global translation vector t can be computed in closed form as:

−1


T
 )
 jY
t = diag(−1, 1, −1)
λj (I − Y
j


j∈SEI

 jY
 T − I)D(RSvj ),
λj (Y
j

(6)

j∈SEI

where I is an identity matrix and R = I in the ﬁrst iteration.
3.2.2. Depth Approximation Stage After the motion parameters are approximated in the global translation approximation stage or in the previous pose estimation stage, the
deviation between the recovered feature points and the true
feature points becomes small. The 3D positions of the feature points {Pj } on the estimating face model from the perspective center O are approximated by the perpendicular intersection of the corresponding feature points {D(R Svj +
t )} on the transformed generic face model (see Figure 2).
Hence, the depth values can be updated as follows:
 T D(R Svj + t ).
dj = Y
j

(7)

By this means, the estimated depth values of feature points
on the input face image will be gradually moved toward the
true depth values.
3.2.3. Least-Square Fitting Stage After the depth values
{dj } are determined, the pose represented by R and t of
the input face image can be estimated by minimizing the
following error function:

λj vj − (RSvj + t)2 ,
(8)
ε2 (R, t) =
j∈SEI
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where vj is the estimated j-th feature points in 3D space
w.r.t. ov given by:
  ).
vj = D(Pj ) = D(dj Y
j

(9)

The singular value decomposition method described in [9]
is used to solve this least-square minimization problem.

ε2 ({gj }) =

4. Model Scaling Estimation

N 
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λij vij
− Ri Sgj + ti  , (14)

i=1 j∈SEI

After estimating the motion parameters of all frames in the
above pose estimation process, we further estimate three
model scaling factors using these frames with recovered
poses by minimizing the following error function:
ε2 (S) =

are also very important for realistic modeling of a particular person in a video sequence. Based on the recovered head
poses in all frames and the model scaling factors, we can
further update the locations of feature points {gj } on the
generic model in order to match a particular person closely
by minimizing the following error function:

(10)

i=1 j∈SEI

where N is the total number of frames used. Ri and ti
denote the recovered absolute rotation matrix and absolute
translation vector of the i-th frame respectively. gj denotes

the j-th feature point on the generic face model. vij
is the
last updated 3D coordinate vector of the j-th feature point
in the i-th frame and it can be calculated using (9). The coefﬁcient λij is determined by the availability of the j-th feature point in the i-th frame. It is 1 if we can successfully extract the j-th feature point in the i-th frame, otherwise it is
0.
By taking the partial derivative of ε2 in (10) w.r.t. Sx ,
Sy and Sz respectively and then setting them to zeros, three
scaling factors can be updated as follows:

T
N 

λij vij
− ti ri1 xgj
j∈S
i=1
EI
, (11)
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N 
2
i=1
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T
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j∈S
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N 
2
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N 
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− ti ri3 zgj
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j∈S
EI
Sz =
, (13)
N 
2
j∈SEI λij (zgj )
i=1


where N , Ri , ti , vij
and λij have the same meaning as in

(10) and S is the recovered model scaling matrix.
By taking the partial derivative of ε2 in (14) w.r.t. gj and
then setting it to zero, we update gj as follows:


N

vij
λij RT
− ti
i
i=1
gj = S−1
.
(15)
N
i=1 λij

In this work, we assume that the human head is a symmetric body. We keep the symmetry by both averaging
the coordinate values of symmetric points and keeping zcoordinate values of the points on the symmetric line still at
zero while gj are being updated.

6. Experimental Results
To test the validity of our proposed algorithms, both synthetic data and real video sequences were utilized. For synthetic data, we can compare the recovered results with the
true values. In this work, we use root mean square error for
performance evaluation. Real video testing reﬂects both robustness and applicability of our algorithms.

6.1. Synthetic Data
In these experiments, the width and the height of the generic
head model are 170 and 270 respectively. We set the focal
length of lens f = 10 and the distance between the origin O of the camera coordinate system and the origin ov of
the 3D face models D = 2000. The projection system used
here is assumed to be a week perspective projection system. In addition, we assume that 3D face models will be

where ri1 , ri2 and ri3 denote the ﬁrst, second and third
column vector of the rotation matrix Ri respectively, i.e.,
Ri = [ri1 ri2 ri3 ], and xgj , ygj and zgj denote the x-, yand z-coordinate values of the j-th feature point gj on the
generic face model respectively, i.e., gj = (xgj , ygj , zgj )T .

5. Updating the Generic Model
We have recovered the model scaling factors which can then
be used to scale the generic face model to ﬁt input face images. However, accurate 3D coordinates of feature points

1
(a) SEI

2
(b) SEI

3
(c) SEI

Figure 3: Location of used feature points.
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6.1.1. Testing the pose estimation algorithm First we
tested the accuracy of each motion parameter estimated by
the proposed pose algorithm using a generic face model
and the 2D feature points projected from the transformed
face model by varying one of the parameters while keeping all the other parameters at zeros. Under a noiseless condition, the experimental results show that we can accurately

recover each motion parameter.
The performance of the proposed pose estimation algorithm with different sets of feature points under noisy conditions was investigated by 100 data sets obtained by transforming the generic wireframe face model with six ﬁxed
motion parameters (θx = 8o , θy = 8o , θz = 8o , tx =
9, ty = 11, tz = 7) and different kinds of random noise
added.
The ﬁrst set of experiments tested the performance of
the proposed pose estimation algorithm under noisy conditions. In addition to the digitization noise which was always
added, we added noise to one of the three data which are
w
 ij , vj and a model scaling factor. The results are shown in
Figure 4 from which we can observe that larger noise will
result in larger error. We also observe that the algorithm cannot accurately recover tz even with only digitization noise
on the coordinates of the extracted feature points from the
input face image.
Another set of experiments tested the performance of the
proposed pose estimation algorithm with different sets of
25
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projected on an image plane of size 4 × 4 and then digitized to a screen resolution of 512 × 512. As a result, the
width and the height of the observed head models on the
screen plane are about 217 and 345 respectively. The process of digitization introduces noise in this case. In practice, there are other kinds of noise. When we automatically
or manually extract the feature points of the input face images, noise will be added on the x- and y-coordinates of
feature points. For a particular person in a given video sequence, the generic face model can be regarded as an approximation that contains noise on its three model scaling
factors and noise on its feature points in 3D space. We shall
simulate these noise in our experiments using Gaussian random noise. The sizes of noise shown in all the plots denote
the variance of Gaussian random noise. In our experiments,
the root mean square error (RMSE) is used to measure the
accuracy of the recovered results. The RMSE of a recovered vector is deﬁned as the square root of the average Euclidean norm of the difference between the recovered vector and the true vector.
In order to evaluate how the number of feature points affects the performance of the proposed algorithm, three sets
of feature points as shown in Figure 3 were examined us1
2
3
, SEI
and SEI
.
ing synthetic data and they are denoted by SEI
3
will be chosen for evaluating the performance of our alSEI
gorithms except in the experiments on the comparison of
the performance using different sets of feature points. All
these feature points were marked manually so as to remove
any uncertainty due to feature point extraction.
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Figure 5: The RMSE of rotation angles and translation values using different set of feature points versus the measurement noise
(pixel) on the projected feature points.
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Figure 7: The RMSE of the recovered scaling factors with the
6.1.2. Testing the model scaling estimation algorithm
In this experiment, the proposed model scaling estimation
algorithm was tested using 100 randomly generated data
sets by randomly rotating and translating the known scaled
generic wireframe face model with uniform random rotation
angles (θx , θy , θz ) and uniform random translation vectors
(tx , ty , tz ) where θx , θy , θz ∈ [−50o , 50o ] and tx , ty , tz ∈
[−100, 100]. Each data set can be regarded as a video sequence.
To evaluate the performance of the recovered model scaling factors, we should compare their ratios instead of the
true recovered scaling factors. We compare the recovered
model scaling factors in the y- and z-axes while keeping
the same model scaling factor in the x-axis.
First we tested the performance of the recovered model
scaling factors using different number of frames under different noisy conditions. The results are shown in Figure 6
where σ 2 (∆wij ) and σ 2 (∆gj ) stand for the variance of
Gaussian random noise on measurement (pixel) of projected
feature points and on 3D coordinates of feature points on the
generic face model respectively. We can observe that more
frames will produce more accurate scaling factors. However, the performance does not improve when the total number of frames is larger than 10.
In another set of experiments, we tested the recovered
performance under different noisy conditions by utilizing
different sets of feature points. The total number of frames
used in these experiments is 10. The tested results are shown
in Figure 7. From the experimental results, we can observe that the noise on measurement (pixel) of 2D projected
feature points smoothly affects the recovered performance.
However, the noise on the 3D coordinates of feature points
on the generic face model affects the performance in a ran-

input scaling factors Sx =1, Sy =1.2 and Sz =1.2: (a)-(b) under
different noise on measurement (pixel) of 2D projected feature
points; (c)-(d) under different noise on the 3D coordinates of feature points on the generic face model.

dom way. Generally, more feature points used will produce
more accurate estimation.
6.1.3. Testing the generic model estimation algorithm
In this experiment, the proposed generic model estimation
algorithm, which estimates j from the projected feature
points and the poses, was tested using 100 random data sets
generated in the same way as the above tests.
Two sets of experiments were performed to evaluate the
performance on different number of frames used and under
different noisy conditions. Experimental results as shown in
Figure 8 show that more frames used will produce more accurate estimation. However, more feature points used will
result in worse performance especially at large noise level
(see Figure 9(a)). The 3D coordinates of features points of
a person are not necessary the same as those of the generic
model. The difference is represented as the original noise in
Figure 9(b). The proposed algorithm can update the generic
model to form a new one with smaller errors. Also, more
feature points produce more accurate model.

6.2. Real Videos
In this section, the poses, the model scaling factors and the
generic face model were estimated from two real video sequences using the proposed algorithms. In these two ex3
were used. The generic face
periments, feature points SEI
model, the focal length f and the distance D between the
origins O and ov are the same as those in the synthetic
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face model from the movie “The Matrix” – the recovered scaling
factors Sx =1.028, Sy =1.245, and Sz =1.187; (c) The scaled and
deformed face model from the movie “Roman Holiday” – the recovered scaling factors Sx =1.141, Sy =1.020, and Sz =1.019.
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Figure 9: The RMSE of the recovered generic face models with
the input scaling factors Sx =1, Sy =0.8 and Sz =1.2 under different
noise: (a) on measurements (pixel) of 2D projected feature points;
(b) on the 3D coordinates of feature points on the generic face
model.

data experiments. Each of these two video sequences has
18 consecutive frames. Figure 10 shows the results. The
scaled generic face model was ﬁrst deformed based on the
recovered 3D coordinates of the chosen feature points in the
generic model estimation process by utilizing the radial basis function interpolation method [23]. The textures were
then mapped on the deformed face models. Figures 10(a)
shows the generic face model in frontal and side views. Figures 10(b) and (c) show the reconstructed face models. We
observe that the scaled and deformed face models can match
those in the input video sequences. Both the input face images and the 3D face models in the (1,5,9,13,17)-th frames
from these two video sequences are shown in Figures 11 and
12 from left to right respectively. The computation times of
these two experiments are about 0.94 seconds and 1.03 seconds. In these two experiments, the estimated values of θx ,
θy , θz , tx and ty agree with conceived values and they are
also very smooth in the whole sequence. However, the recovered translation values tz in the whole sequence wobbles slightly. That may imply that the estimated values of tz
are less accurate.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an efﬁcient method to estimate
the pose and a face model of a human head in each frame
by using a three-layer linear iterative process. Experimental
results on synthetic data with noise and two real video sequences show that the proposed method is efﬁcient and able
to provide estimates for the pose and a face model of good
accuracy in most conditions.
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